Maxim-LIS.Com
Web Based Laboratory / Diagnostics centre Management
software.
Birlamedisoft Maxim LIS is powerful laboratory information management systems (LIMS) that enable
labs to manage complex processes, ensure regulatory compliance, and promote enterprise-wide
collaboration. Maxim LIS is Web-based off-the-shelf solutions are designed for a wide array of laboratory
environments, operating in various disciplines and industries.
We have hundreds of successful LIMS implementations across the globe in Clinical, Analytical and
Biotech sectors.

INTRODUCTION
Birlamedisoft Pvt. Ltd, an ISO 9001:2008 certified company is a dedicated Health Informatics
Company today. Birlamedisoft has a talent pool of professionals with healthcare domain, Information
Technology and management expertise. There are more than 10,500 satisfied customers across the world
that are using Birlamedisoft Healthcare Software solutions in Hospitals, Laboratories, clinics, pharmacies,
Blood banks & diagnostic centers. Today in every corner of the World, Birlamedisoft medical softwares
are being used. Birlamedisoft has become the "Brand Of Choice" in healthcare software today.

What is Maxim-LIS.com?
Maxim-LIS.com is online virtual Laboratory management software which allows operating Pathology
labs and Diagnostics Centres through internet.
Maxim-LIS.com is a full-featured web based, N-tier architectural Laboratory Information Management
System (LIMS) integrated into the Windows environment. Maxim-LIS is one of the world's first client
configurable LIMS products, providing an unparalleled degree of client involvement in adapting the
software to their specific needs.
Maxim-LIS.com is Low risk, Maintenance Free software. There are no installations on multiple computers
anywhere. Maxim-LIS gets installed only on the server and operates through Browser. It gives high returns
on investments.
Maxim-LIS.com is very affordable. It has a robust database system to handle large data with critical
needs to ensure a high level of data security. It’s a HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability And
Accountability Act) compliant software with 128 bit encryption system embedded.
Maxim-LIS.com can be deployed remotely, No waiting period, which means a reduction in deployment
time. Maxim-LIS.Com helps in training and configuration needed for your workflow right away,
shortening the overall time to Go Live.
Maxim-LIS.com is precisely controlled by login permissions. Usage of the software is not restricted to a
single workstation; it is unlimited usage, anywhere, anytime. Staff and customers can check their records,
results and access reports from their own computers using web access.
Maxim-LIS.com helps in freeing up of your IT resources, allowing them to concentrate on maintaining
the existing systems well, rather than giving them even less time to attend to quality assurance and
pro-active improvements in performance.
Maxim-LIS.com is easily upgradable. Upgrades may be applied when ready and consistently across
everywhere. You don’t risk faulty deployment of fixes, upgrades or versions, and you always have the
latest and greatest software.

Maxim-LIS.com is ideally suited to offering more than one application. Along with Maxim-LIS.Com
you get CRM (Customer Relationship Management), Time Tracking, Help Desk, e-Commerce,
Accounting, Inventory, SMS sending, Dashboards and more, plus additional programs available for
purchase/download.
Maxim-LIS.com will able to send lab reports to Individual patients and collection centre via internet
anywhere. Reports consist of electronic signature. As soon as report is ready, patients are notified via
SMS that report is ready. Reports can be downloaded by patients directly.
Maxim-LIS.com comes with Barcode Scanning and Printing modules. Specimens are accepted by
Barcodes. Barcodes are generated as per International Standards of
nomenclature.
Maxim-LIS.com is ready to be interfaced with all types of Laboratory Instruments. Any instrument can
be interfaced via Unidirectional and Bidirectional way.
Maxim-LIS.com is ready to be interfaced with Medical Imaging Modalities like CTScan, MRI, Xray,
Ultrasound etc. Maxim-LIS works with Maxim-PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System) a
fully web based Teleradiology PACS software to deliver Digital Images (DICOM) anywhere via Internet.
For more details about Maxim-PACS software, please visit www.maxim-pacs.com
Maxim-LIS.com comes with Billing, Inventory and Accounting management software inbuilt in the
system. It has got fabulous MIS system with Dashboards.

Advantages of Maxim-LIS.com :





















No heavy initial cost of ownership.
No upfront investment in hardware or software. (Maxim LIS is hosted on our web server)
No investment for retaining plenty IT staff and manpower.
No fear of virus or any other form of security attacks.
No fear of server downtime or breakdowns.
No worries on data backups.
No space cost for setting up a server room.
No Monthly recurring cost of air-conditioning the server room.
No outdated software, you always have latest & greatest software.
Covers all standards NABL, CAP, 21 CFR Part 11 and HIPAA.
Shortens turnaround time.
Full web content management integration.
Powerful Search Engine.
Available in Multilingual Formats.
Open Query System to search any information in seconds.
Works on databases including Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, MySQL.
Works in decentralized and centralized environment.
Works on all types of Windows OS.
Ready with Barcoding, Biometrics, Smartcard Authentication.
Ready to connect with Legacy System. HL7 compliant.

Maxim-LIS.com has made the following possible:


Low initial outlay

Maxim-LIS.com online software has changed the traditional TCO (Total cost of ownership) method
of owning heavily priced software. This is because Maxim-LIS.Com eliminates the travel costs, and
typically, a drawn-out RFP/Proposal process (think man-hours – and diversion from their regular
work), and then one of the biggest challenges are hardware purchase of new servers, workstations,
routers etc.giving you the opportunity to stretch your investment out over time, leaving a healthy cash
flow available for core operations or other advancements.


Long Term Savings.

Maxim-LIS.com online software benefits without having to use your whole budget up front. It allows
you to use the software for many years and you still maintaining a savings over purchasing.


Productivity increase.

Maxim-LIS.com is perfect for you; It allows you to concentrate more onto business. You can setup
your lab branches and collection centers virtually anywhere in the world to encompass big business.
Maxim-LIS.com is the first of its kind completely web based software for laboratories and
Diagnostics centres. ROI (Return on Investment) is very quick. You always get latest & greatest
updated software anytime.

Maxim-LIS.com Plans
Product name

Product details

Pricing

Epathlab.Com
Membership

Epathlab.com membership, 5000 patients registration,
hosting free, No AMC, You do not own software license.

Ask for
Prices

Features: All types of Pathology and Radiology
Reporting, Billing, Referral calculations, Accounting.
Maxim LIS
regular

5 collection centre, unlimited patients, hosting free, AMC
(Ask for Price). You own software license.1st year AMC free.

Ask for
Prices

Features: All types of Pathology and Radiology Reporting,
Billing, Referral calculations, Accounting, Formula calculations.

Maxim
LIS
Premium

10 collection centre, unlimited patients, hosting free, AMC
(Ask for Price). You own software license.1st year AMC free.

Ask for
Prices

Features: All types of Pathology and Radiology Reporting,
Billing, Referral calculations, Accounting, Formula calculations,
Inventory.

Maxim LIS
Classic

20 collection centre, unlimited patients, hosting free, AMC
(Ask for Price). You own software license. 1st year AMC free.

Ask for
Prices

Features: All types of Pathology and Radiology Reporting,
Billing, Referral calculations, Accounting, Formula calculations,
Inventory, OPD Clinic Mgmt.

Maxim LIS
Enterprise

Unlimited collection centre, unlimited patients, hosting
free, (Ask for Price). You own software license. 1st year AMC
free.
Features : All types of Pathology and Radiology Reporting,
Billing, Referral calculations, Accounting, Formula calculations,
Inventory, OPD Clinic Mgmt, Pharmacy Mgmt.

Maxim-LIS can be interfaced with a variety of laboratory instruments.

Unidirectional Interface

Ask for Prices

Bidirectional Interface

Ask for Prices

Ask for
Prices

Note: AMC services included Online Hosting of your software on Birlamedisoft High Speed Data centre
as well as maintaining the server. You need not to worry about software crashing, Database backup etc.
Birlamedisoft will handle all.
If you do not want to pay for AMC, then you can install the software on your server. In such cases AMC
charges will be 10% of the cost of the software per year plus personal visit charges will be extra.
Maxim LIS is currently operational in a number of highly renowned labs across the world; they are highly
benefited using this software. Below are the URLs of some such labs :www.pyramidgrouplab.com , www.medicentre.co.in www.adcpathlab.com
www.medipathlabs.org, www.dbrlabs.org, www.medicentre.co.in,
www.arpithadiagnostics.com , Renuka Diagnostics, Om Laboratory,
www.lalpathlabs.com , www.oncopathdx.com , Vrindavan Diagnostics,
Cryogenex Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd..
Demonstration of Maxim LIS can be arranged as per your convenience. We assure you that you will be immensely
benefited by usi ng Maxim LIS software for your Diagnostics center/Laboratory. If you are interested to know more
about Maxim LIS, please write email to info@birlamedisoft.com.
Birlamedisoft provides LIMS solutions to the vast majority of the Labs from the smallest ones to the enterprise level
labs. Find the complete series of Laboratory Management Softwares.










PathoGold Alpha
PathoGold Prime
PathoGold Vecta
PathoGold Premium Advance
PathoGold Premium
PathoGold Regular
PathoGold Express
PathoGold CellConnect










PathoRAD Alpha
PathoRAD Prime
PathoRAD Vecta
PathoRAD Premium Advance
PathoRAD Premium
PathoRAD Regular
PathoRAD Express
PathoRAD CellConnect

